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Abstract. We show how a tableaux algorithm for SHIQ can be extended to
support role boxes that include range and domain axioms, prove that the extended
algorithm is still a decision procedure for the satisﬁability and subsumption of
SHIQ concepts w.r.t. such a role box, and show how support for range and
domian axioms can be exploited in order to add a new form of absorption opti-
misation called role absorption. We illustrate the effectiveness of the optimised
algorithm by analysing the perfomance of our FaCT++ implementation when
classifying terminologies derived from realistic ontologies.
1 Introduction
Many modern ontology languages (e.g., OIL [5], DAML+OIL [12] and OWL [4]) are
based on expressive description logics, and in particular on the SHIQ family of de-
scription logics [14]. These ontology languages typically support domain and range
constraints on roles, i.e., axioms asserting that if an individual x is related to an individ-
ual y by a role R, then x must be an instance of the concept that is the domain of R and
y must be an instance of the concept that is the range of R [4,17]. Such axioms are not
directly supported by SHIQ, but can trivially be transformed into general inclusion
axioms (GCIs), i.e., an axiom asserting a subsumption relationship between two arbi-
trary concept terms. In particular, restricting the domain of a role R to be concept C is
equivalent to adding an axiom asserting that the concept whose instances are related to
some other individual by role R is subsumed by C (i.e., 9R:> v C), and restricting the
range of a role R to be concept D is equivalent to adding an axiom asserting that the
most general concept is subsumed by the concept whose instances are related by role R
only to instances of D (i.e.,> v 8R:D) [11].
The problem with this transformation is that such GCIs are not amenable to absorp-
tion, an optimisation technique that tries to rewrite GCIs so that they can be efﬁciently
dealt with using the lazy unfolding optimisation [9]. Absorption is one of the crucial
optimisations that enable state of the art DL reasoners such as FaCT [10], Racer [7]
and Pellet [18] to deal effectively with large knowledge bases (KBs), and these reason-
ers perform much less well with KBs containing signiﬁcant numbers of unabsorbable
GCIs. Unfortunately, many ontologies contain large numbers of different roles, each
with a range and domain constraint, and the resulting KBs therefore contain many un-
absorbable GCIs.It has already been shown that, in order for the Racer system to be able to classify1
large KBs containing many range and domain constraints, it is necessary to give a spe-
cial treatment to the GCIs introduded by range and domain axioms [6]. The aproach
used by Racer is to extend the lazy unfolding optimisation so that concepts equivalent
to those that would be introduced by the GCIs are introduced only as necessary. In the
approach presented here, we extend the tableaux satisﬁability testing algorithm so that
range and domain axioms are directly supported. The advantage with this aproach is
that we are able to extend the formal corectness proof to demonstrate that the extended
algorithm is still a decision procedure for SHIQ satisﬁability (i.e., it returns satisﬁable
iff the input concept is satisﬁable).
As well as allowing range and domain to be dealt with very efﬁciently, this algo-
rithm also allows us to implement an extended version of the absorption optimisation,
called role absorption, that transforms GCIs into domain constraints. Role absorption
can provide alternative and perhaps more effective ways to absorb certain forms of GCI,
and can also be applied to some otherwise unabsorbable forms of GCI. This can lead to
dramatic performance improvements for KBs that contain signiﬁcant numbers of such
GCIs. We demonstrate this (as well as the performance improvements resulting from
support for range and domain axioms) with an empirical analysis of the performance of
the extended algorithm when classifying several KBs derived from realistic ontologies.
2 Preliminaries
We ﬁrst introduce the syntax and semantics of the SHIQ logic, including the semantics
of role boxes extended with range and domain axioms. Most details of the logic and the
tableaux algorithm are little changed from those presented in [14]. We will, therefore,
focus mainly on the parts that have been added in order to deal with range and domain
axioms, and refer the reader to [14] for complete information on the remainder.
Deﬁnition 1. Let C and R be disjoint sets of concept names and role names respec-
tively. The set of SHIQ-roles is R [ fR  j R 2 Rg. To avoid considering roles such
as R  , we deﬁne a function Inv on roles such that Inv(R) = R  if R is a role name,
and Inv(R) = S if R = S . For R and S SHIQ-roles and C a SHIQ-concept, a
role axiom is either a role inclusion of the form R v S, a transitivity axiom of the form
Trans(R), or a constraint axiom of the form Domain(R;C) or Range(R;C). A role
box R is a ﬁnite set of role axioms.
A role R is called simple if, for v * the transitive reﬂexive closure of v on R and for
each role S, S v * R implies Trans(S) 62 R and Trans(Inv(S)) 62 R.
The set of concepts is the smallest set such that every concept name is a concept,
and, for C and D concepts, R a role, S a simple role and n a non-negative integer, then
C u D, C t D, :C, 9R:C, 8R:C, >nS:C and 6nS:C are also concepts.
The semantics is given by means of an interpretation I = (I;I) consisting of a
non-empty set I, called the domain of I, and a valuation I which maps every concept
to a subset of I and every role to a subset of I  I such that, for all concepts C,
1 I.e., to compute the subsumption partial ordering of named concepts in a KB.Concepts & Roles Syntax Semantics
atomic concept C A A
I  
I
atomic role R R R
I  
I  
I
inverse role R
  fhx;yi j hy;xi 2 R
Ig
conjunction C u D (C u D)
I = C
I \ D
I
disjunction C t D (C t D)
I = C
I [ D
I
negation :C (:C)
I = 
I n C
I
exists restriction 9R:C (9R:C)
I = fx j 9y:hx;yi 2 R
I and y 2 C
Ig
value restriction 8R:C (8R:C)
I = fx j 8y:hx;yi 2 R
I implies y 2 C
Ig
atleast restriction >nS:C (>nS:C)
I = fx j ](fy:hx;yi 2 S
Ig \ C
I) > ng
atmost restriction 6nS:C (6nS:C)
I = fx j ](fy:hx;yi 2 S
Ig \ C
I) 6 ng
Role Axioms Syntax Semantics
role inclusion R v S R
I  S
I
transitive role Trans(R) R
I = (R
+)
I
role domain Domain(R;C) hx;yi 2 R
I implies x 2 C
I
role range Range(R;C) hx;yi 2 R
I implies y 2 C
I
Fig.1. Syntax and semantics of SHIQ
D, roles R, S, and non-negative integers n, the properties in Figure 1 are satisﬁed,
where ]M denotes the cardinality of a set M.
An interpretation satisﬁes a role axiom if it satisﬁes the semantic conditions given
in Figure 1. An interpretation satisﬁes a role box R if it satisﬁes each role axiom in R.
A terminology or TBox T is a ﬁnite set of general concept inclusion axioms,
T = fC1 v D1;:::;Cn v Dng, where Ci;Di are arbitrary SHIQ-concepts. An
interpretation I satisﬁes T iff CI
i  DI
i holds for all Ci v Di 2 T .
A SHIQ-concept C is satisﬁable w.r.t. a role box R and a terminology T iff there
is an interpretation I with CI 6= ; that satisﬁes both R and T . Such an interpretation
is called a model of C w.r.t. R and T . A concept C is subsumed by a concept D w.r.t.
R and T iff CI v DI for each interpretation I satisfying R and T .
Theorem 1. Satisﬁability and subsumption of SHIQ-concepts w.r.t. terminologies
and role boxes is polynomially reducible to (un)satisﬁability of SHIQ-concepts w.r.t.
role boxes.
Subsumption problems can trivially be reduced to satisﬁability problems: C v D
iff D u :C is not satisﬁable. A procudure called internalisation can be used to reduce
(polynomially) a satisﬁability problem for a SHIQ-concept w.r.t. a terminology and
role box to a satisﬁability problem for a SHIQ-concept w.r.t. a role box [14].
3 Tableaux Reasoning with Range and Domain
Here we present an algorithm for deciding the satisﬁability of a SHIQ-concept C w.r.t.
a role box R; it is an extension of the SHIQ tableaux algorithm from [14].
For ease of Tableaux construction, we assume C and all concepts in (range and
domain axioms in) R to be in negation normal form (NNF), that is, negation occursonly in front of concept names. Any SHIQ-concept can easily be transformed into an
equivalent one in NNF by pushing negations inwards [8]; with C we denote the NNF
of :C. We deﬁne RD(R) as the set of concepts s.t. C 2 RD(R) iff Domain(R;C) 2 R
or Range(R;C) 2 R for some role R. We deﬁne cl(C;R) as the smallest set of
concepts that is a superset of C [ RD(R) and is closed under subconcepts and .
Deﬁnition 2. Let D be a SHIQ-concept in NNF, R a role box, and RD the set of roles
occurring in D and R together with their inverses. Then T = (S;L;E) is a tableau for
D w.r.t. R iff S is a set of individuals, L : S ! 2cl(D;R) maps each individual to a
set of concepts, E : RD ! 2SS maps each role to a set of pairs of individuals, and
there is some individual s 2 S such that D 2 L(s). Furthermore, for all s;t 2 S,
C;C1;C2 2 cl(D;R), and R;S 2 RD, it holds that:
1. if C 2 L(s), then :C = 2 L(s),
2. if C1 u C2 2 L(s), then C1 2 L(s) and C2 2 L(s),
3. if C1 t C2 2 L(s), then C1 2 L(s) or C2 2 L(s),
4. if 8S:C 2 L(s) and hs;ti 2 E(S), then C 2 L(t),
5. if 9S:C 2 L(s), then there is some t 2 S such that hs;ti 2 E(S) and C 2 L(t),
6. if 8S:C 2 L(s) and hs;ti 2 E(R) for some R v * S with Trans(R), then 8R:C 2
L(t),
7. hs;ti 2 E(R) iff ht;si 2 E(Inv(R)),
8. if hs;ti 2 E(R) and R v * S, then hs;ti 2 E(S),
9. if (6 n S C) 2 L(s), then ]ST(s;C) 6 n,
10. if (> n S C) 2 L(s), then ]ST(s;C) > n,
11. if (./ n S C) 2 L(s) and hs;ti 2 E(S) then C 2 L(t) or C 2 L(t),
12. if hs;ti 2 E(S) and Domain(S;C) 2 R, then C 2 L(s),
13. if hs;ti 2 E(S) and Range(S;C) 2 R, then C 2 L(t),
where we use ./ as a placeholder for both 6 and > and we deﬁne
ST(s;C) := ft 2 S j hs;ti 2 E(S) and C 2 L(t)g:
Lemma 1. A SHIQ-concept D is satisﬁable w.r.t. a role box R iff D has a tableau
w.r.t. R.
Proof. The proof found in [14] is easily extended to deal with range and domain ax-
ioms. When constructing a model from a tableau, conditions (12) and (13) ensure that
the semantics of range and domain axioms are satisﬁed by the model. Note that if the
tableau contains a set of pairs fhs1;s2i;:::;hsn 1;snig  E(S) for some transitive
role S, then the interpretation of S will include the transitive edge hs1;sni. In this case,
however, hs1;s2i 2 E(S) and condition (12) mean that the semantics of domain axioms
will still be satisﬁed w.r.t. hs1;sni, while hsn 1;sni 2 E(S) and condition (13) mean
that the semantics of range axioms will still be satisﬁed w.r.t. hs1;sni. Similarly, the
semantics ensure that we can easily transform a model into a tableau. u t3.1 An Extended Tableaux Algotithm
In order to make the following description easier, we will abuse notation by using
Domain(R) and Range(R) to mean the sets of concepts corresponding to the domain
andrangeaxiomsinRthatapplytoaroleR,i.e.,Domain(R) = fC j Domain(R;C) 2
Rg, and Range(R) = fC j Range(R;C) 2 Rg.
Deﬁnition 3. A completion tree for a concept D is a tree where each node x of the
tree is labelled with a set L(x)  cl(D;R) and each edge hx;yi is labelled with
a set L(hx;yi) of (possibly inverse) roles occurring in cl(D;R); explicit inequalities
betweennodesofthetreearerecordedinabinaryrelation 6 : = thatisimplicitlyassumed
to be symmetric.
Given a completion tree, a node y is called an R-successor of a node x iff y is
a successor of x and S 2 L(hx;yi) for some S with S v * R. A node y is called an
R-neighbour of x iff y is an R-successor of x, or if x is an Inv(R)-successor of y.
Predecessors and ancestors are deﬁned as usual.
A node is blocked iff it is directly or indirectly blocked. A node x is directly blocked
iff none of its ancestors are blocked, and it has ancestors x0, y and y0 such that
1. x is a successor of x0 and y is a successor of y0 and
2. L(x) = L(y) and L(x0) = L(y0) and
3. L(hx0;xi) = L(hy0;yi).
A node y is indirectly blocked iff one of its ancestors is blocked, or it is a successor
of a node x and L(hx;yi) = ;.2
For a node x, L(x) is said to contain a clash iff fA;:Ag  L(x) or if, for some
concept C, some role S, and some n 2 N: (6 n S C) 2 L(x) and there are n + 1
S-neighbours y0;:::;yn of x such that C 2 L(yi) and yi 6 : = yj for all 0  i < j  n.
A completion tree is called clash-free iff none of its nodes contains a clash; it is called
complete iff none of the expansion rules in Figure 2 is applicable.
For a SHIQ-concept D, the algorithm starts with a completion tree consisting of a
single node x with L(x) = fDg and 6 : = = ;. It applies the expansion rules in Figure 2,
stopping when a clash occurs, and answers “D is satisﬁable” iff the completion rules
can be applied in such a way that they yield a complete and clash-free completion tree.
Note that the only change w.r.t. [14] is addition of the domain and range-rules that
add concepts to node labels as required by domain and range axioms.
Lemma 2. Let D be an SHIQ-concept.
1. The tableaux algorithm terminates when started with D.
2. If the expansion rules can be applied to D such that they yield a complete and
clash-free completion tree, then D has a tableau.
3. If D has a tableau, then the expansion rules can be applied to D such that they
yield a complete and clash-free completion tree.
2 A more complex but more efﬁcient form of blocking is described in [13].u-rule: if 1. C1 u C2 2 L(x), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. fC1;C2g 6 L(x)
then L(x)  ! L(x) [ fC1;C2g
t-rule: if 1. C1 t C2 2 L(x), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. fC1;C2g \ L(x) = ;
then L(x)  ! L(x) [ fCg for some C 2 fC1;C2g
9-rule: if 1. 9S:C 2 L(x), x is not blocked, and
2. x has no S-neighbour y with C 2 L(y),
then create a new node y with L(hx;yi) = fSg and L(y) = fCg
8-rule: if 1. 8S:C 2 L(x), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. there is an S-neighbour y of x with C = 2 L(y)
then L(y)  ! L(y) [ fCg
8+-rule: if 1. 8S:C 2 L(x), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. there is some R with Trans(R) and R v * S,
3. there is an R-neighbour y of x with 8R:C = 2 L(y)
then L(y)  ! L(y) [ f8R:Cg
choose-rule: if 1. (./ n S C) 2 L(x), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. there is an S-neighbour y of x with fC;Cg \ L(y) = ;
then L(y)  ! L(y) [ fEg for some E 2 fC;Cg
>-rule: if 1. (> n S C) 2 L(x), x is not blocked, and
2. there are not n S-neighbours y1;:::;yn of x with
C 2 L(yi) and yi 6 : = yj for 1  i < j  n
then create n new nodes y1;:::;yn with L(hx;yii) = fSg,
L(yi) = fCg, and yi 6 : = yj for 1  i < j  n.
6-rule: if 1. (6 n S C) 2 L(x), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. ]S
T(x;C) > n and there are two S-neighbours y;z of x with
C 2 L(y);C 2 L(z), y is not an ancestor of x, and not y 6 : = z
then 1. L(z)  ! L(z) [ L(y) and
2. if z is an ancestor of x
then L(hz;xi)  ! L(hz;xi) [ Inv(L(hx;yi))
else L(hx;zi)  ! L(hx;zi) [ L(hx;yi)
3. L(hx;yi)  ! ;
4. Set u 6 : = z for all u with u 6 : = y
domain-rule if 1. C 2 Domain(S), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. there is an S-neighbour y of x and C 62 L(x)
then L(x)  ! L(x) [ fCg
range-rule if 1. C 2 Range(S), x is not indirectly blocked, and
2. there is an S-neighbour y of x with C 62 L(y)
then L(y)  ! L(y) [ fCg
Fig.2. The complete tableaux expansion rules for SHIQ
Proof. Again, only a small extension of the proof in [14] is required, and we will only
consider the new conditions due to domain and range axioms.For termination (claim 1), the domain and range-rules do not cause any new nodes
to be added to the expansion tree, and nodes are still labeled with subsets of cl(D;R),
so the same arguments apply.
Forsoundness(claim2),wecanobtainatableauT = (S;L;E)fromacompleteand
clash-free completion tree T by unravelling T in the usual way. For an edge hs;ti 2
E(S), s;t correspond to nodes x;y in T with L(s) = L(x) and L(t) = L(y), and
either y is an S-neighbour of x or there is an S-neighbour z of x s.t. y blocks z (note
that, in the latter case, the deﬁnition of blocking means that L(y) = L(z) and that y is
also an S-neighbour of some node w). If property (12) in Deﬁntion 2 is not satisﬁed,
then there is some domain constraint Domain(S;C) 2 R s.t. C 62 L(s). In this case,
however, the domain-rule would be applicable to x and T would not be complete. A
similar argument aplies w.r.t. property (13) in Deﬁntion 2.
For completeness (claim 3), we can again use a tableau T to guide the application of
thenon-deterministic rules(i.e.,thet,6and choose-rules) sothatweobtain acomplete
and clash-free completion tree T. We do this by deﬁning (inductively) a mapping 
from nodes in T to individuals in T s.t. L(x)  L((x)) for (x) 2 S, for each pair
of nodes x;y and each role R, if y is an R-neighbour of x, then h(x);(y)i 2 E(R),
and x 6 : = y implies (x) 6 : = (y). Properties (12) and (13) in Deﬁntion 2 ensure that
applications of the domain and range-rules do not lead to a clash. u t
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1, 2 and Theo-
rem 1.
Theorem 2. The tableaux algorithm is a decision procedure for the satisﬁability and
subsumption of SHIQ-concepts with respect to role boxes.
4 Role Absorption
Given that the new algorithm is able to deal directly with range and domain axioms,
it makes sense to transform GCIs of the form 9R:> v C and > v 8R:C into range
and domain axioms respectively. We call this new form of absorption role absorption in
contrasttotheusualformofabsorptionwewillrefertoasconceptabsorption(see[15]).
Role absorption is important because in ontology derived KBs range and domain
constraints will often have been transformed into GCIs. This is because tools such as
OilEd [1] and Prot´ eg´ e [16] are designed to work with range of DL reasoners, some of
which (e.g., FaCT) do not support range and domain axioms. Moreover, these forms of
GCI are not, in general, amenable to standard concept absorption techniques.
This simple form of role absorption, which we will refer to as basic role absorption,
is formalised in the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let R be a SHIQ role box.
1. An interpretation I satisﬁes R and 9R:> v C iff I satisﬁes R[fDomain(R;C)g.
2. An interpretation I satisﬁes R and > v 8R:C iff I satisﬁes R [ fRange(R;C)g.Proof. The proof follows directly from the semantics. An interpretation I satisﬁes a
role box R iff it satisﬁes every axiom in R. For the ﬁrst claim, if I does not satisfy
Domain(R;C), then there is some hx;yi 2 RI s.t. x 62 CI. In this case, however,
x 2 (9R:>)I and (9R:>)I 6 CI, so I does not satisfy 9R:> v C. Similarly, if I
does not satisfy 9R:> v C, then there is some x 2 (9R:>)I s.t. x 62 CI, so I does
not satisfy Domain(R;C).
For the second claim, if I does not satisfy Range(R;C), then there is some hx;yi 2
RI s.t. y 62 CI. In this case, however, x 62 (8R:C)I and >I 6 (8R:C)I, so I does
not satisfy > v 8R:C. Similarly, if I does not satisfy > v 8R:C, then there is some
x 2 (:8R:C)I and hence some hx;yi 2 RI s.t. y 2 :CI, so I does not satisfy
Range(R;C). u t
4.1 Extended Role Absorption
Rewriting techniques similar to those used in concept absorption can be used to extend
the basic role absorption technique to deal with a wider range of axioms. An axiom of
the form 9R:C v D can be absorbed into a domain constraint Domain(R;Dt:9R:C)
by rewriting it as 9R:> v Dt:9R:C: from the semantics it is easy to see that (9R:>u
9R:C)I = (9R:C)I, and (9R:> u 9R:C)I  DI iff (9R:>)I  DI [ (:9R:C)I.
Similarly, an axiom of the form D v 8R:C can be absorbed into a domain constraint
Domain(R;:Dt:9R::C): again, it is easy to see that D v 8R:C iff :8R:C v :D,
and :8R:C  9R::C.
Additional rewitings and simpliﬁcations can be used to further extend the range of
axioms that can be dealt with using role absorption. In some cases these techniques can
be applied in different ways such that an axiom could be absorbed using either role or
concept absorption. For example, if the TBox contains an axiom A u 9R:B v C, then
it could be rewritten as 9R:B v C t:A and dealt with using extended role absorption,
or it could be rewritten as A v C t :9R:B and (possibly) dealt with using concept
absorption.
5 Implementation
We have implemented the extended tableuax algorithm and role absorption optimisation
in the FaCT++ DL reasoner. FaCT++ is a next generation of the well-known FaCT
reasoner [10], being developed as part of the EU WonderWeb project (see http://
wonderweb.semanticweb.org/); it is based on the same tableaux algorithms as
the original FaCT, but has a different architecture and is written in C++ instead of Lisp.
Absorption in FaCT++ uses the same basic approach as FaCT [15,9]. Given a TBox
T , the absorption algorithm constructs a triple of TBoxes hTdef;Tsub;Tgi such that:
– Tdef is a set of axioms of the form A  C (equivalent to a pair of axioms fA v
C;C v Ag  T ), where A 2 C (i.e., A is a concept name) and there is most one
such axiom for each A 2 C. Such an axiom is often called a deﬁnition (of A).
– Tsub consists of a set of axioms of the form A v D, where A 2 C and there is no
axiom A  C in Tdef.– Tg contains all the remaining axioms from T .
The lazy unfolding optimisation allows the axioms in Tdef and Tsub to be dealt with
more efﬁciently than those in Tg. Therefore, during the absorption process, FaCT++
processes the axioms in Tg one at a time, trying to absorb them into Tsub. Those axioms
that are not absorbed remain in Tg.
To simplify the formulation of the absorption algorithm, each axiom C v D is
viewed as a clause G = fD;:Cg, corresponding to the axiom > v C ! D, which
is equivalent to C v D. The concepts in G are also assumed to be in negation normal
form. For each such axiom, FaCT++ applies the absorption steps described in Fig. 3,
with t(fC1;:::;Cng) being used to denote C1 t ::: t Cn.
B Beginning of the absorption cycle.
C Concept absorption. If there is a concept :A 2 G such that A 2 C and there is no
axiom of the form A  C in Tdef, then add A v t(G n f:Ag) to Tsub and exit.
R Role absorption. If there is a concept :9R:C 2 G, then add Domain(R;t(G)) to R
and exit.
S Simpliﬁcation.
1. For every C 2 G such that C is of the form (C1t:::tCn), change G as follows:
G = G [ fC1;:::;Cng n fCgg.
2. For every A 2 G (resp. :A 2 G), if there is an axiom A  C in Tdef, then
substitute A 2 G (resp. :A 2 G) with C (resp. C).
3. If any simpliﬁcation rule was applied, then return to step B.
E If there is some C 2 G such that C is of the form (C1 u ::: u Cn), then for each Ci
try to absorb (recursively) G [ fCig n fCg, and exit. Otherwise, absorption of G has
failed; leave G in Tg, and exit.
Fig.3. FaCT++ absorption algorithm
In contrast to the FaCT approach, FaCT++ applies all possible simpliﬁcations (ex-
cept recursive absorption) in a single step. This usually leads to several possible concept
and role absorption options, with the intention that heuristics will be used to select the
“best” absorption. The development of suitable heuristics is, however, still part of future
work.
As a ﬁrst step towards investigating such heuristics, FaCT++ can vary the ordering
of the concept absorption (C), role absorption (R) and simpliﬁcation (S) steps within
the absorption algorithm. In the following experiments, the ordering is indicated by,
e.g., “S,C,R”, indicating that simpliﬁcation was performed ﬁrst, followed by concept
absorption and then role absorption. Steps that are irrelevant or not performed may be
omitted from the ordering indication. E.g., when concept absorption is not applicable
to any axiom, the ordering may be indicated as “S,R” or “R,S”. Finally, basic role
absorption is applied only to axioms of the form 9R:C v D, and when this form of
role absorption is used the role absorption step is always performed ﬁrst.6 Empirical Evaluation
We have tested FaCT++’s performance when classifying several TBoxes derived from
realistic ontologies. In each case range and domain constraints from the ontology had
already been transformed into GCIs of the form 9R:> v C and > v 8R:C as de-
scribed above. All tests used FaCT++ version 0.90 beta running under Linux on an
Athlon 2000+ machine with 1Gb of memory.
For each ontology we present results using different kinds of absorption—none (–),
basic (B) or extended (E)—and different orderings of the absorption and simpliﬁcation
steps in the absorption algorithm. In each case we give the number of concept and
role absorptions performed, the time in CPU seconds taken to classify the Tbox and
the total number of basic operations performed by the tableaux algorithm (ops). In
addition, we give the total number of 9-rule applications (exists), the total number of
t-rule applications (or) and the total number of state saves performed by the algorithm
(saves)—these are most complicated and time-consuming operations performed by the
algorithm, and give a useful indication of how the optimisations affect its behavior.
6.1 The NCI Ontology
NCI is a large ontology build by the National Cancer Institute [3]. It contains more than
27,000 concepts (with a very simple structure), 70 roles with 140 range and domain
constraints and no other GCIs.3
The results of classifying the Tbox derived from the NCI ontology are presented
in Table 1. As there are no other GCIs, only basic role absorption was relevant. It can
be seen that classiﬁcation time and number of operations reduced by approximately 2
orders of magnitude after applying basic role absorption, and that the operation of the
algorithm became deterministic (there were no t-rule applications or state saves).
Role Order NCI
abs. of steps C-abs R-abs time (s) ops exists or saves
– – 0 0 2,447.7 344,142,434 1,956,387 150,467,100 21,295,060
B R 0 140 63.9 1,580,206 172,514 0 0
Table 1. Classiﬁcation test results for the NCI TBox
6.2 The Wine Ontology
The Wine ontology forms part of the OWL Guide and Test Suite [19,2]. It contains
346 concepts (with medium-complex structure), 16 roles with 23 range and domain
constraints and 151 other GCIs, some of which could be absorbed by either concept or
role absorption.
3 See http://www.mindswap.org/2003/CancerOntologyThe results of classifying the TBox derived from the Wine ontology are presented
in Table 2. Here a difference between orders of absorption operations became apparent,
with much better results being obtained when concept absorption and simpliﬁcation
(in either order) are performed before role absorption. The reason for this may be the
relatively small number of roles and the frequent use of these roles in the TBox, so that
absorbing into domain axioms causes GCIs to be more widely applied than is the case
when concept absorption is used. For ontolgies containing large numbers of roles, it
may be better to try role absorption ﬁrst. Determining this, and exprimenting with the
use of other heuristics to select different kinds of absorption, will be part of future work.
Role Order Wine
abs. of steps C-abs R-abs time (s) ops exists or saves
– – 0 0 4406.6 234,065,470 3,021,098 151,491,192 42,831,327
C,S 163 0 3176.8 240,520,201 5,899,924 154,204,855 43,734,548
S,C 163 0 3181.9 240,520,201 5,899,924 154,204,855 43,734,548
B R 0 23 1430.3 196,959,970 2,845,855 133,602,203 36,937,387
R,C,S 163 23 47.4 10,488,142 739,066 5,284,936 1,046,458
R,S,C 163 23 47.1 10,488,142 739,066 5,284,936 1,046,458
E C,R,S 82 104 485.3 83,073,060 4,664,895 42,490,360 12,203,812
C,S,R 163 23 47,2 10,488,142 739,066 5,284,936 1,046,458
S,C,R 163 23 46.9 10,488,142 739,066 5,284,936 1,046,458
R,C,S 18 168 185.1 36,816,877 1,752,535 20,305,522 4,848,005
R,S,C 18 168 184.7 36,816,877 1,752,535 20,305,522 4,848,005
S,R,C 18 168 122.9 27,310,521 1,786,860 14,529,696 2,569,501
Table 2. Classiﬁcation test results for the Wine TBox
Other variations are mainly due to random factors in the non-deterministic absorp-
tion procedure—apart from the ordering of the absorption steps, the current implemen-
tation makes an arbitrary choice of possible absorptions. For example, in this test the
S,R,C ordering leads to 20% more possible absorption variants than R,C,S or R,S,C,
and the resulting absorption turned out to be “better”, even though the distribution of
role and concept absorptions remains the same.
6.3 The RTIMS Ontology
The RTIMS ontology is taken from a publish and subscribe application where it is used
by document publishers to annotate documents so that they can be routed to the ap-
propriate subscribers [20]. The ontology contains about 250 concepts (with medium-
complex structure), 76 range and domain constraints and 14 GCIs that are not ab-
sorbable by concept absorption; it was this that ﬁrst inspired our investigation of ex-
tended role absorption.
The results of classifying the TBox derived from the RTIMS ontology are presented
in Table 3. It can be seen that classiﬁcation time and number of operations reducedby approximately 1 order of magnitude after applying basic role absorption, and by a
further 60% (approximately) after applying extended role absorption.
Role Order RTIMS
abs. of calls C-abs R-abs time (s) ops exists or saves
– – 0 0 4.72 1,011,467 8,354 499,154 93,733
B R 0 76 0.63 143,813 5,447 90,252 18,812
E R,S 0 90 0.24 36,501 4,557 9,007 2,087
Table 3. Absorption test results for the RTIMS Tbox
6.4 Multi RTIMS
RTIMS is the most interesting TBox in terms of extended role absorption, but it is too
small to show signiﬁcant gains in performance. In order to give an indication of the
effects of extended role absorption on larger Tboxes containing proportionately more
GCIs, we duplicating the RTIMS TBox, systematically renaming concepts and roles,
and generated larger TBoxes by unioning together several (from 1 to 100) copies of the
the original TBox.
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Fig.4. Classiﬁcation time (left) and t-rule applications (right) for multi-RTIMS TBoxes
The results of our experiments with these Tboxes are shown in Figures 4 and 5, with
theproblemsize(numberofcopiesoftheoriginalTBox)onthex-axisandclassiﬁcation
time in CPU seconds, number of t-rule applications, 9-rule applications and state saves
on the y-axis (using a logarithmic scale). It can be seen that without role absorption the
classiﬁcation time (and other y-axis parameters) increases rapidly with problem size,
and without extended (basic) role absorption a TBox consisting of 28 (8) copies of the
original already takes several thousand CPU seconds to classify. Memory usage also1000
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Fig.5. 9-rule applications (left) and state saves (right) for multi-RTIMS TBoxes
increases rapidly in these cases, and system memory was exhausted when trying to
classify a Tbox consisting of 29 (9) copies of the original without extended (basic) role
absorption. In contrast, when using extended role absorption, a TBox consisting of 100
copies of the original could be classiﬁed in a little over 100 CPU seconds.
7 Discussion
We have shown how a tableaux algorithm for SHIQ can be extended to support role
boxes that include range and domain axioms, and proved that the extended algorithm
is still a decision procedure for the satisﬁability and subsumption of SHIQ concepts
w.r.t. such a role box. It should be straightforward to similarly extend tableau algorithms
for related DLs such as SHOQ. We have also shown how support for range and domian
axioms can be exploited in order to add a new form of absorption optimisation called
role absorption.
We have implemented the extended algorithm and the role absorption optimisation
in the FaCT++ reasoner, and we have illustrated their effectiveness by analysing the
behaviour of FaCT++ when classifying several KBs derived from realistic ontologies.
The analysis shows that, not only are the new techniques highly effective, but also that
the ordering of different absorption steps can have a signiﬁcant effect on performance.
Future work will include a more detailed study of this effect with a view to devising
heuristics that can select the most effective absorption for each GCI.
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